Occupation of Son.
BY EMILY PEEEIN.
It is a problem of some interest to determine bow far ancestral bent and how far environmental conditions influence a man in his choice of occupation in life. The discussion of this problem has become feasible sinoe the introduction of the new method of oontingency into the statistical treatment of rekted variables*'. By this method all questions of continuity and of scale in the variables are dispensed with. We fall back on tile simplest and most fundamental of ideas-a measurement of the deviation from independent probability in the case of the two variable characters. The coefficient of oontingenoy measures the degree of association or dependence between any two series and becomes more and more nearly the coefficient of correlation as the material approaches normality. In Professor Pearson's memoir on Contingency he deals in Illustration Dt with my first statistics of occupational oontingency. These covered 775 cases of occupation for father and son classified into 14 groups; the material was extracted from the Dictionary of National Biography. I have since doubled the number of extracted cases, and taken an additional 1650 from Who'* Who. I have kept the two materials quite distinct for comparative purposes. There are undoubtedly great differences in their character, although both sources of record are of course subject to selection, Le. either father or son must have reached a moderate amount of distinction to be entered in either work. The following Tables give my material • Loe. eU. p. 84.
Bat C l -»/<f>*/(l+<t> t ), and thus in the last case we ought to have (7,™7517, and not -6275, which is due to an oversight in the arithmetic.
Thus we see that the coefficient of contingency whether found from a sample of 775 or one of 1550 from the Dictionary has sensibly the same value, and this value is identical with one found with the same classification and the same number of cases from such an entirely different -source as the annual Who's Who. It seems clear that whether we take the present, or the long period of the past embraced by the Dictionary, the environmental influences which induce a man in this oountry to follow his father's occupation must have remained very steady. The coefficient of contingency for parental inheritance will be like the coefficient of correlation about '6. I think, therefore, we may say that in the choice of a profession inherited taste counts for about j and environmental conditions for about J. These numbers of 2 to 1 are somewhat less than the 3 to 1 given by Professor Pearson on the basis of the erroneous value *6275 cited above. It would be extremely interesting to compare these results for an old oountry like Great Britain with those for a new country like America. A priori we should expect to find a greater freedom from environmental influences, a greater choice in the son, and so a nearer approach to a pure inheritance of taste. Let an ordinary scale of equal parts, say inches, be engraved on the moving blade of a " clinograph," or adjustable set square, the zero point of the scale being at the lowarend. If the blade be set at an angle 8 to the horizontal, the vertical distances of the points 1, 2, 3... of the scale above a horizontal line XX drawn through the zero point, are evidently sin 6, S sin 0, 3 sin 6, etc Hence if a curve be plotted to the base XX, with the scale maintained at this inclination, it will be drawn with a scale of which the unit is sin 6, where 6 may take any value we please from 0* to 90*. The plotting proceeds in the ordinary straightforward way. Supposing two ordinates to be plotted are 8*95, 7*63, the clinograph is slipped along the T-square until the 8*95 of the scale falls over the proper vertical, when the point is pricked off; the clinograph is again shifted till the 7*63 of the scale comes over the second vertical and its value is similarly marked, and so on. A scale of variable inclination thus becomes, for plotting purposes, a scale with a continuously variable unit. Such a scale is particularly convenient for plotting certain curves of given equation, e.g. the normal curves of errors, y-y o e~&, y 0 being the ordinate at the mean, and <r the standard deviation. In the ordinary way, the curve is plotted by the aid of tables giving tie value of «~***, the most complete tables being those of Mr W. F. Sheppard (Biometrika, VoL n. pp. 174-190). Intervals of, say, \th of the standard deviation are marked off along the base in either direction from the mean, ordinates erected at these points, and their magnitudes plotted from the tabular values multiplied by y 0 . With the inclined scale this process may be considerably abbreviated.
IV. On a Convenient Means of Drawing
To divide the base, the T-square or straight-edge is turned round at right angles* to the base, a length, say MS, equal to the standard deviation is plotted from the mean along XX, and the
